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They say a fool builds a house upon the

sand; evidently they never heard of cement.

Employing what is basically sand. mixed

with water and aggregate to make concrete.

architects and engineers have built the

foundations of entire cities and streets with

this concoction. After years of seeing its

industrial. grey, and drab side, though, artists

and craftspeople now see the potential in

this unassuming, utilitarian substance and

are paving the way for a whole new field in

home design: Decorative Concrete. Offering

everything from elegant countertops to

driveways that will floor you, a few Central

Coast companies offer homeowners beautiful

and concrete solutions for both interior and

exterior spaces.
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In fact, solution is the name of the game

for one local company. Aaron and Clinessa

Burch of Burch Concrete Solutions (BCS)

specialize in installing, staining, engraving,

and customizing concrete for outdoor spaces

to make bright and vibrant driveways that

Will put the usual grey slabs to shame. At the

J;fiention of said slabs, Clinessa's eyes light up,

exuding a passion and excitement that you

woUldn't expect when discussing concrete. "We

see grey driveways as blank canvases," she says

with a smile,showillg examples of the colorful

artistry and skillful technique they use to make

concrete come to life. The husband and wife

te.aIll expt<jin thatlhe great thing abo].lt this

mediUm is that it's wide open; in color, forIll,

andtexture, concrete is truly malleable.
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"Thelook.andfeelis muchlik.epolishedstone-

VERYTACTILEANDWARM,
HIGHLYORGANIC.When "liquid," in its just mixed state, concrete

allows a window of opportunity to mold

and shape it as the artist sees fit, a liberty

you won't find with other materials. They

can even overlay their creative designs on

old and ugly concrete by using acid staining

that chemically reacts with the material to

change its color, or by adding a ~ inch of fresh

concrete over the top which can be stamped

to look just like stone or brick, if you choose.

"Your imagination is the limit!" Clinessa

exclaims. Aaron concurs, adding that concrete

allows them to present something unique

to clients. He takes pride in the fact that his

handcrafted, customized work becomes part of

people's daily lives and will endure long after

he is gone.

Speaking of leaving a legacy, Aaron's passion

and craft didn't fall far from the tree; he is

actually the fourth generation in a family

of reputable concrete installers, learning

the trade from his father, Roy Burch, before
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branching off into his own business. Roy,

of Roy Burch Concrete, works literally

around the corner, and specializes in interior

decorative concrete. He began in 1965, by

working under his father at Burch Brothers

Concrete in the Bay Area. eventually evolving

from industrial work to focus on the artistic

potential and the warm. natural feel of

concrete in the home, including kitchen. bath.

hearth, and countertops, like the beautiful

one in his son's home with whimsical abalone

insets.

Roy is part of a growing field spurred by

concrete master Fu- Tung Cheng. who literally

wrote the book on interior decorative concrete

(ConcreteCountertops:Design, l-()rms. and

Finishes jor the New Kitchen and Bath) and

has succeeded in spreading the good word

to design firms across the nation. Roy's peer

and Santa Barbara counterpart. Robert
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Laurain, was also inspired by the medium as

a warm, earthy, and tactile clement for home

design. After years of working with concrete

in its industrial applications, Laurain wanted

something more challenging and artistic. He

studied with "!latwork concrete guru," Bob

Harris, in Georgia and then with Cheng in

an Advanced Concrete Countertop Design

training in Berkeley, returning to Santa

Barbara wide-eyed and excited to begin an all-

new path in his concrete career.

When asked if it is hard to convince customers

of the 'grey-slab generation' that concrete is

warm and soft enough for the home, Laurain

says there's no trouble at all; the proof is

in the product. "The look and feel is much

like polished stone - very tactile and warm,

highly organic, yet polished," Laurain says,

adding that when they see it, clients can't
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help but reach out and touch it. Echoing the

ideas of the Burch family. Laurain maintains

that concrete's biggest advantage is that it's

a sculptural medium. He says this element

"brings it into the realm of a more artistic

piece," while remaining extremely functional

through the ability to integrate drain boards

and soap dishes directly into the structure. He

claims that customers choose concrete over

a "non-descript granite" countertop, because

of this infusion of personal touch and hand-

crafted design.

Clearly, this artistry has elevated the once

overlooked medium, breaking ground for an

exciting and innovative tleld and challenging

us all to rethink the grey and the ordinary.
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